
INTRODUCTION
Tally.ERP 9 is the world’s fastest and most powerful concurrent multi-lingual Business Accounting

and Inventory Management software. Tally.ERP 9, designed exclusively to meet the needs of small and
medium businesses, is a fully integrated, affordable and highly reliable software. Tally.ERP 9 is easy to
buy, quick to install, and easy to learn and use. Tally.ERP 9 is designed to automate and integrate all your
business operations, such as sales, finance, purchasing, inventory, and manufacturing.

At Tally, we have a hard-earned reputation for empowering businesses with stable, effective
software products and Tally.ERP 9 takes this further. Tally.ERP 9 has all the features required for
high-performance business management including remote access, audit and compliance services, an
integrated support centre and security management, all focused on delivering peace of mind. It is a
complete product that retains its original simplicity yet offers evolved capabilities like statutory
processes, payroll, excise etc. Whatever the demands, Tally.ERP 9 makes life a lot easier.

With an ideal combination of function, control and customisability built in, Tally.ERP 9 permits
business owners and their associates to do more.

Now, this version of Tally.ERP9 provides capabilities including remote access, allowing to work
from any place. It provides audit and compliance services, integrated support center and security
management.

The powerful new features and blazing speed and power of Tally. ERP 9 combined with
enhanced MIS, multi-lingual, data synchronization and remote capabilities help you simplify all your
business processes easily and cost-effectively.

Features of Tally.ERP 9
Some of the new features in Tally.ERP 9 include
Remote Access: Tally.ERP 9 provides remote capabilities to its users to access data from

anywhere. Using Tally. NET features, the user can create remote users (ids), authorise and
authenticate them to access company remotely.
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Tally.NET (to be read as Tally.NET): Tally.NET is an enabling environment which works
behind the scenes to facilitate various Internet-based services in Tally.ERP 9. Each Tally.ERP 9 is
enabled for Tally.NET Services by default. Tally.NET provides the following services/capabilities in
this release of Tally.ERP 9:

Tally. NET Features:
 Create and maintain
 Remote Users
 Remote Access
 Control Centre
 Support Centre
 Synchronisation of data (via Tally.NET)
 Product updates and upgrades

Simplified Installation Process: Tally.ERP 9 comes with a new enhanced installer, which
allows the user to configure different settings from a single screen, as per requirements.

Control Centre: Control Centre is a new feature being introduced with Tally.ERP 9. This
utilises Tally.NET as an interface between the end user and Tally.ERP 9 installed at different
locations. With the help of Control Centre, you will able to:

 Create users with predefined Security levels
 Centrally configure and manage your Tally.ERP 9
 Surrender, confirm or reject activation of a site
 Maintain account related information
 Enhanced look and feel

Resizing Screens: The user can resize the Tally.ERP 9 screen/window. The resize parameters
such as height and width are defined in the Tally.ini file. The user can compare identical reports of
different companies by changing the screen size for the two instances of Tally.ERP 9.

Multiple Selection Capabilities: The user can now select multiple lines in a Report at single
instance. On selecting multiple lines, the user can delete or hide line(s) based on the requirement of
the report.

Information Panel: A new component titled Information Panel or Info Panel has been
introduced which is located in the bottom part of the Tally.ERP 9 screen. The Info Panel has five
blocks namely Product, Version, Edition, Configuration and Calculator. The user can click on any one
of these blocks to view the detailed information.

Calculator: Displays the Connection status while connecting to Tally.NET, during Data Sync,
and Remote connectivity. This can also be used as Calculator.

Enhanced Payroll Compliance: Payroll in Tally.ERP 9 is now simplified and enhanced to
handle all the functional, accounting and statutory requirements of your business. The advance
statutory features and processes have been incorporated for faster, better and accurate payroll
processing.

Excise for Manufacturers: Tally.ERP 9 provides a complete solution for excise related
business requirements for versatile industries.
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Auditors’ Edition of Tally.ERP 9 (Auditing Capabilities for Auditors): Tally.ERP 9 offers a
special Gold Auditors’ Edition, which provides audit and compliance capabilities exclusively for
Chartered Accountants. The current release provides the following tools:

 Tax Audit
 Statutory Compliance

Enhanced Tax Deducted at Source: The TDS feature in Tally.ERP 9 has been revamped to
handle all the functional, accounting and statutory requirements of your business in an accurate and
simplified manner.
Advantages of Tally.ERP 9:

 Powerful remote capabilities that boost collaboration
 Easy to find qualified personnel
 Easy to customise
 Low cost of ownership via quick implementation, Tally Integrator, Support Centre…

Tally.ERP 9 Start-up Screen
Title Bar Gateway of Tally Horizontal Button Bar Close Button

Tally.ERP 9 Screen Components
Title Bar: Displays the Tally.ERP 9 version number.
Horizontal Button Bar: Selection of Language key, Keyboard Language and Tally.ERP 9 Help.
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Close Button: Performs the standard Windows Operating Systems function (Windows 95
onwards), allowing you to minimise Tally.ERP 9 and work on other applications. To restore
Tally.ERP 9, click the Tally.ERP 9 icon on the taskbar.Fundamentals of Tally.ERP 9.

Gateway of Tally: Displays menus, screens, reports and accepts the choices and options which
you select to view data as required.

Buttons Toolbar: Displays buttons which provide quick interaction with Tally.ERP 9. Only
buttons relevant to the current task are visible.

Calculator Area: Used for Calculator functions.
Info Panel: Displays Version number, License details, Configuration details.

CREATING A COMPANY
Creating a company involves providing basic information about the company whose books of

accounts are to be maintained in Tally.ERP 9.
Go to Gateway of Tally > (Alt + F3) Company Info > Create Company
The Company Creation screen appears as shown:

A detailed explanation on each field is given:
Directory
The data path where you want the company to be created is specified in the Directory field.
This field is skipped by default when you create the company in the data path given in the

Tally.ini file. If you want to change it, use the Backspace key and modify it to the path required.
This is referred to as the Tally Anywhere concept – which is the ability to create/load companies

in separate directories. The Directory field is displayed while selecting Select, Create, Backup,
Restore and Rewrite options for a company. By default, the cursor will skip the field, presuming that
you wish to use the default data directory for your work. You may press Backspaceto give a new
path and work from there.
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For example, the default Tally.ERP 9 data directory could be C:\TALLY.ERP\DATA. You
may now wish to create a new company on C:\TALLY.ERP\PERSONAL, and some other companies
on C:\TALLY.ERP\BRANCHES. The next time, the default directory displays C:\TALLY.ERP\DATA, and
if you wish to work on the data of your branches, press Backspace and enter C:\TALLY.ERP\
BRANCHES for the directory name. This displays the companies whose data is stored in that location
in the List of Companies. You can even give the path of a network server or any other storage device.

If your business uses Tally.Server 9 to maintain data, Click on S: Server List or press Alt + S.

Note: If the administrator has enabled Security Access, users need to provide the authorised
Tally.NET credentials in order to access the Server List.

The List of Tally.Servers is displayed. Select the required location.

Press Enter to continue with Company Creation.
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Name: Enter the name of the company whose books are being opened. If you are a professional
accountant and are maintaining the books of your clients, give the Client Company’s name.

Mailing Name and Address: In addition to the Company Name, Tally.ERP 9 provides the
facility to enter the Mailing Name field. It displays the Company Name by default. You may change
it as required, if the mailing name is different from the Company Name. The mailing name and
address details are picked up for inclusion in any report that needs the company name and address as
heading. For example: Balance Sheets, Statement of Accounts, and so on.

Tally.ERP’s reports print the mailing name and address as given:

Tally.ERP 9 does not restrict the number of lines for the address details. Tally.ERP 9
accommodates all the entered information and vertically compresses the same.

Note: In the space provided for the Address details, observe the vertical compression as
compared to the Mailing Name field where there is horizontal compression.

You can specify any length for the mailing name and you are permitted to give any number of
lines for the address. The information is completely visible.

Tally.ERP 9 handles compressed information correctly while printing. It adjusts the reports
accordingly.

Statutory compliance for
Select the Country from the List of Countries. The Statutory Features and Base Currency

Symbol are enabled in accordance with the country selected. For example, if the accounts belong to a
company in India, the base currency would be Indian Rupees. The Base Currency will appear with
respect to the Country selected.

Selecting India from the List of Countries brings up a State, Pin Code and Telephone No. Field.
State: You can select the appropriate state from the predefined list.
Pin Code: Specify the PIN Code (Postal Index Number) of the specified address.
Telephone: Enter the Telephone number.
Mobile No: Enter the mobile number of the company.
E-mail Address: Enter the E-mail address that will be used to e-mail documents, reports and

data from Tally.ERP 9.
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Enable Auto Backup: Set this to Yes, if you want to enable the automatic backup of Tally.ERP 9
data (per company). Else, set this to No. The data backup is stored in the data folder of the respective
company. The auto backup data can be restored by pressing Ctrl + Alt + K from Company Info
menu or Gateway of Tally.

Note: Ensure that all the systems in a network have the same date and time settings.
Currency: Currency symbol is the symbol of the base currency, that is, the currency that will be

used to maintain the books of account.
The symbol ` appears by default in case India for India/SAARC Companies and the field is left

blank for International Companies.
Note: The currency symbol changes based on the country selected from the list for Statutory

compliance for field.
Click here to read about Indian Rupee Symbol Conversion.
Maintain: Tally.ERP 9 displays a drop down for the Type of Company with two options

Accounts only and Accounts with Inventory.
Select Accounts only if you do not have any inventory transactions (suitable for professionals

and corporate offices).
However, at a later date (if required) you can choose to alter the information as Accounts-with-

Inventory. Select Accounts-with-Inventory, to maintain both financial accounts and inventory
Financial Year From: In most countries, the books of accounts of a company are maintained

for a stipulated period like, 12 months, 15 months, and so on. This stipulated period is referred to as
the Financial Year.

The stipulated period of the financial year is 12 months in most countries. Tally.ERP 9
automatically considers 12 months from the date you give here as the Financial Year.

For example, if you enter April 1, 2008 as the date, the Financial Year will be from April to
March ending with March 31, 2009. If you enter October 1, 2008 as the Financial Year, from then the
financial year will be from October 2008 to September 2008 ending with 30th of September every
year.

Tally.ERP 9 allows you to maintain data for multiple years by changing the period (Alt + F2) at
the Gateway of Tally. In addition, you can also specify the date of actual establishment of the
company (date of incorporation)

Books Beginning From: Tally.ERP 9 presumes that you wish to maintain books from the
beginning of the financial year. Hence, Tally.ERP 9 displays the date given in Financial Year From
field automatically.

The date for books beginning from can be changed, in case of companies, which are
incorporated in the middle of the year. If your company is new, you can opt to start the books of
accounts from the date of actual establishment of the company (date of incorporation) but close books
according to the Financial Year as specified by you. Tally.ERP 9 provides the required flexibility in
such a case by allowing you to give the date when the books of accounts actually began. Tally.ERP 9
will open books from this date and close as on the last day of the Financial Year.

For example, if your company is established on August 19, 2008, the opening balances for all the
accounts can be given as on August 19, 2008 even though the Financial Year given is April 1, 2008
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(April to March financial year). The company's books will begin on August 19, 2008 and close on
March 31, 2009, which ensures smooth transition to the next year.

This concept can be applied even when you are migrating to Tally.ERP 9 from any other system
or from a manual accounting system on any day during the Financial Year. Close books in that other
system on the previous day and start books on Tally.ERP 9 from this day. You are allowed to give
opening balances of all Ledger accounts including Revenue accounts.

TallyVault Password: TallyVault is an enhanced security system, which allows for encryption
of the company data. Encryption involves converting normally accessible Tally information into
unrecognisable information, which can only be reconverted by authorised persons.

Give a password here and repeat the same in the Repeat field. This basically results in the
creation of an encrypted company whose information is not accessible to users other than the
password holder.

Password Strength: Password Strength indicator is available in Tally.ERP 9 from Release 4.5
onwards. Now, strength is displayed while creating/altering passwords under Security Control, Tally
Vault, and Control Centre. Also when Password Policy is enabled, Password Strength is indicated in
the Change Password screen that appears for first time login.

Let us understand the logic used by Tally.ERP 9 to ascertain a password’s strength. This logic
consists of two sets of conditions to be applied.

A. Password Score
B. Password Length and Username Match
Use Security Control?
Set this to Yes, if you want to initiate a password-protected system to control access to

Tally.ERP 9 data. Else, set this to No.
If you opt for security control, Tally.ERP 9 offers a comprehensive password based access

control to different features of Tally.ERP 9 based on authority lists created by the Administrator. For
more information, refer Data Management in Tally.ERP 9.

Name of Administrator, Password, Repeat: Assuming the TallyVault Password and Use
Security Control is set to Yes enter the Name of Administrator, Password and Repeat in the
respective fields.

Use Tally Audit Features: Tally Audit allows the administrator or an auditor profile user to
track changes in accounting information. If you wish to use this facility, select Yes. Tally Audit will
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be available only to the administrator/auditor, through Display of Statements of Accounts.For more
information refer Data Management in Tally.ERP 9.

Disallow Opening in Educational Mode?
Set this option to Yes, if you don't want the company to be opened in Educational mode of

Tally.ERP 9. Else, set this to No.
On accepting the company creation screen, if you have specified TallyVault password,

Tally.ERP 9 prompts you to enter the TallyVault password as appears:

Then Tally.ERP 9 prompts you to enter the Name of User and Password (if any).

After verification, Tally.ERP 9 imports the latest statutory masters. Wait till the screen shows
that 100% of import is complete.
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This completes the Company Creation process in Tally.ERP 9.
An explanation on the fields on the bottom of the Company creation screen follows:
Base Currency Information: The Base Currency Information is found in the bottom frame of

the Company creation Screen. Base Currency is the currency in which your accounts would be
maintained. Financial statements are prepared in the base currency by default and these are normally
required to be submitted to local statutory authorities. The Base Currency information in Tally.ERP 9
varies with the country selected for Statutory Compliance.

You can record transactions and raise invoices in foreign currency; and also maintain bank
accounts or ledgers in foreign exchange, when required.

Base Currency Symbol: The currency symbol given earlier in the Company Creation screen is
displayed here automatically.

Tally.ERP 9 uses this currency symbol in reports, wherever necessary.
Click here to read about Indian Rupee Symbol Conversion.
Formal Name: Formal Name is the full name of the currency specified.
The Formal Name for the base currency is set to Indian Rupees for Indian Companies.
Number of Decimal Places: The number of decimal places for the base currency is set to 2, by

default. However, you have the option of specifying up to 4 decimal places. Indian currency has
2 decimal places whereas certain other countries require 3 decimal places and so on.

Is Symbol Suffixed to Amounts?: For countries, which specify the symbol after the amount
(value) – this facility is provided. For example, Yen is specified after the amount (5000 Yen) unlike
in India where the symbol is specified before the amount (` 5000)

Symbol for Decimal Portion: Enter the symbol for decimal portion.
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Show Amounts in Millions: This is useful for companies, which require reporting the financial
statements in millions. This is possible only if Allow Multi-currency is enabled in F11: Accounting
Features.

Put a Space between Amounts and Symbol: This facility is provided to users who require a
space between the amount and the symbol. However, putting a space between the amount and symbol
could give an opportunity for misuse in case of cheque printing. Hence, the flexibility to turn this
option on and off as required is provided.

Decimal Places for Printing Amounts in Words: You can specify the number of decimal
places for printing the amount in words. This number should be equal to or lesser than the number
specified in Number of Decimal places field in company creation or currency master screen which
will appear in Invoice and Cheque printing screen.

For example, if the currency is expressed upto 3 decimal places, the numeric to be printed in
words can be restricted to 2 decimal places.

Note: The Name of the Company, cannot be translated or transliterated but will appear in the
Loading a Company: In order to load a company using the Select Company option, disable the

default loading of a company in Tally.ini file. Set Default Companies to No OR place a semi-colon
before Load = 00001 (company number – placing a semicolon means that the words following it in
that line would not be executed. Each line is a separate command).

On double-clicking the Tally icon, the screen is displayed as shown:

You can use the Select Company option in two ways, from the Company Info. Menu OR by
using the button F1: Select Cmp (available on the Gateway of Tally screen).

Select Company: Select Company option allows you to load another company from the list of
companies listed which you may have created earlier.
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Press Enter on Select Company or use the button F1: Select Cmp. Tally.ERP 9 displays the
following screen:

If your business uses Tally.Server 9 to maintain data, click on S: Server List or press Alt + S.

Note: If the administrator has enabled Security Access, users need to provide the authorised
Tally.NET credentials in order to access the Server List.

The List of Tally.Servers is displayed. Select the required location

The companies available on the selected Tally.Server will be displayed:
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Tally.ERP 9 displays
1. Company Name (All the companies created are displayed in an alphabetical order).
2. System-generated code for each company displayed.
3. The Financial Year information relating to the number of years data present in the company.
Note: The system-generated code for each company is displayed to assist you in identifying

which company you wish to work on in case you have multiple companies with the same name (as
displayed in the above screen).

Select the required company from the list given to go to the Gateway of Tally for that company.
In case two or more companies are loaded, click on the company which you need to work on so

that the selected company will be highlighted and will appear on top of the list.
Shut a Company: Shut a Company is to unload it. It does not mean that you have deleted it.

Simply select it again to load and work on it again.
You can shut a company in two ways – either using the button F1: Shut Cmp (Alt + F1) or

pressing Enter on Shut Company menu option on the Company Info. Menu.
The screen appears as shown below:

Select the company to be shut from the List of Primary Companies.
Alter a Company: This option allows you to alter information about the existing company, you

can modify any information at any time that is set while creating a company.
Go to Gateway of Tally
1. Select F3: Cmp Info (Alt + F3) from the button bar
2. Select Alter and press Enter and the screen appears as shown below:

3. Select the company from the List of Companies and press Enter to view the Company
Alteration screen.

4. Make the necessary changes in the required fields and accept the screen.
To change the password if Use Security Control is set to Yes:

1. Enter the Name of Administrator.
2. Enter the new password.
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3. Re-enter the password in the Repeat field to confirm.
4. Enter the old password and Accept the screen to alter the company.

Note: To understand the conditions that determine a password’s strength, click Password
Strength Indicator.

Delete a Company: This option allows you to delete an existing company.
To delete a company, you have to load the company first.
1. Select F3: Cmp Info (Alt + F3) from the Gateway of Tally to proceed to the Company

Information menu.
2. Select Alter and press Enter.
3. Select the company to be deleted. The Company Alteration screen is displayed.
4. Use Alt + D to delete. Tally.ERP 9 will prompt for a confirmation on deleting the company.

5. Press Enter to delete the company.
Note: Deletion of a company is irreversible. The company is permanently deleted from the

system.
Groups: Groups are the collection of similar nature’s ledgers. We create groups to see company

effect of similar ledgers, e.g., we take all sales ledgers under Sales Account goup.
Pre-defined Groups in Tally.ERP 9: By default, Tally.ERP 9 provides a list of groups called

pre-defined groups. The user can create any number of Primary Groups and Sub-groups which are
again grouped under a Primary Group/Sub-group.

There are 28 pre-defined Groups in Tally.ERP 9, out of which 15 are Primary Groups and
13 are Sub-groups.
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15 Primary Groups

Branch/Divisions Bank Accounts

Capital Account Bank OD A/c

Current Assets Cash-in-hand

Current Liabilities Deposits (Asset)

Direct Expenses Duties and Taxes

Direct Incomes Loans and Advances (Asset)

Fixed Assets Provisions

Indirect Expenses Reserves and Surplus

Indirect Incomes Secured Loans

Investments Stock-in-hand

Loans (Liability) Sundry Creditors

Miscellaneous Expenses (Asset) Sundry Debtors

Purchase Accounts Unsecured Loans

Sales Accounts

Suspense A/c

Out of the 15 Primary Groups, 9 Primary Groups appear in the Balance Sheet which are Capital
in nature and 6 Primary Groups appear under Profit and Loss Account which are Revenue in nature.

13 Sub-groups are classified under the 15 Primary Groups and they appear in the Balance Sheet.
Pre defined Sub-groups Under

Bank Accounts Current Assets

Bank OD A/c Loans (Liability)

Cash-in-hand Current Assets

Deposits (Asset) Current Assets

Duties and Taxes Current Liabilities

Loans and Advances (Asset) Current Assets

Provisions Current Liabilities

Reserves and Surplus Capital Account

Secured Loans Loans (Liability)

Stock-in-hand Current Assets

Sundry Creditors Current Liabilities

Sundry Debtors Current Assets

Unsecured Loans Loans (Liability)

Note: The Primary Group cannot be deleted, however, it can be renamed which is not suggested.
Create New Group: Group: Group is the collection of Ledgers which are same in nature.
If you want to create new group other than tally already created, then go by following steps:
Gateway of Tally — Account Info — Groups — Single Group — Create
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Fill the following information here:
1. Name: Enter here name of the group to be created.
2. Alias: If you want to refer this group by other name, then enter the different name.
3. Under: Select the parent group from predefined Tally group, under which this group is to be

comes.
4. Group behaves like a Sub-ledger: If you set it to Yes, then this group behaves like control

account for Ledgers under this group. Means only the group balance will be displayed, not
the Ledger wise.

5. Net Debit/Credit Balances for Reporting: If you set it to Yes, then in the Trial Balance net
amount of this group will be displayed instead of separate debit and credit balance.

6. Used for Calculation: If you want to apply duties and taxes while accounting in this group,
then set it to Yes.

Alter Group: After creating, you can alter group by selecting Alter option which is under Single
and Multiple Groups.

Delete Group: You can delete the group in the Group Alter window. Press Alt + D. But before
you delete the group, you have to delete the Ledgers under this group.

Ledgers/Accounts
Before making Journal Entries we have to create ledgers. Ledges are one type of account with

the help of which we make Voucher entries, e.g., Sahayog Traders A/c, Bank A/c etc.
Pre-defined Ledgers in Tally.ERP 9

There are two pre-defined ledgers available in Tally.ERP 9. They are:
Cash: This Ledger is created under the Group Cash-in-hand. You can enter the opening balance

as on the date of books beginning from. You can also alter the name and even delete the Ledger.
Profit and Loss Account: This Ledger is created under the Group Primary. Previous year’s

Profit or Loss is entered as the opening balance for this ledger. The balance entered here is treated as
the opening profit and loss and shown in the Balance Sheet as opening balance of Profit and Loss
account in the Liabilities side.

You cannot delete this ledger, but you can modify the same.
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Creating a Single Ledger: By default, Tally.ERP 9 contains two Ledger accounts namely, Cash
(under Cash-in-hand) and Profit and Loss Account (direct Primary Account). You need to create all
other accounts heads. There are no restrictions in Ledger creation except that you cannot create
another Profit and Loss A/c. Any number of Cash Accounts may be created in any other name, e.g.,
Petty Cash.

Go to Gateway of Tally > Accounts Info > Ledgers > Create

Ledgers can be created in Normal mode or in Advance mode.
Creating Ledger in Normal Mode: The creation of a Ledger depends on the features you have

selected under F11: Features of your company and F12: Configure. You can create a single ledger
account with the default options enabled.

Go to Gateway of Tally > Accounts Info > Ledgers > Single Ledger > Create

Name: Enter the Name of the account. You can provide the full name of the account. Tally.ERP 9
fits it all in. Press Enter to move to the next field. Tally.ERP 9 does not allow the entry of duplicate
names. The uniqueness check is made here itself.

Note that the punctuation and other non-relevant information are ignored by Tally.ERP 9 in its
recognition of a name. Thus, CST, C.S.T. and C. S. T. are all considered as same.
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Tally.ERP 9 converts the first letter of all relevant words to upper case, which helps you; speed
up data entry.

Alias: Enter an alias name if required. You can access the Ledgers using the original name or
the alias name.

Under: All accounts must be classified under their appropriate Groups. Select the Group under
which the Ledger is created from the List of Groups. (To create a new Group from this field press
[Alt + C]). A wrong classification would affect the treatment of the Ledger account in final
statements and during voucher entry.

You can, alter a Ledger account to change its group classification at any time. Refer Importance
of Grouping and Accounting Classifications: for more details in Grouping.

Opening Balance: If yours is an existing company whose books you are entering into Tally.ERP
9, Opening Balance would be applicable in circumstances where the Ledger is an asset or a liability
and if it has a balance in the account as on the date of beginning of books in Tally.ERP 9.

Tally.ERP 9 recognises normal accounting principles of debit balances for Assets and credit
balances for Liabilities. It accepts the reverse for obverse balances. Revenue accounts normally do not
have balances. Tally.ERP 9, however, permits you to give balances even for such accounts – You
may be transferring your books on to Tally.ERP 9 in the middle of the year and may not have closed
them in your earlier system. Hence, you may specify whether the balance is Debit or Credit. Simply D
or C would suffice.

Voucher: A Voucher is a document which contains details of financial transaction. In manual
entry, it is called as Journal entry. In a voucher, all business transactions are records with full
description.

Types of Voucher: Tally.ERP 9 has following predefined voucher types for different
transactions.

1. Contra (F4): This type is uses only for cash and bank accounts. For example, when you
deposit cash in bank or withdraw cash from bank, also transfer money from one account to
another take this voucher type. But never select this type for loan taken from bank loan.
E.g., (i) Open Bank Account in Bank of India with ` 5,000

(ii) Withdrawn from Bank of India ` 2,000
2. Payment (F5): Select this type when transaction is in cash, i.e., when in a transaction cash

paid from Cash A/c or from any bank then select the voucher type payment.
E.g. (i) Machinery Purchase for cash ` 20,000

(ii) Salary Paid ` 3,000
3. Receipt (F6): When money in the form of cash or cheque comes in a business from any

source of income, then select this type of voucher.
E.g., (i) Machinery sold for cash ` 10,000

(ii) Commission received ` 2,000
4. Journal (F7): When there is a non-cash transaction or a transaction which could not fit

above types, then select this type of voucher. For example, sales and purchase on credit,
interest on loans taken or given or some accounting adjustment.
E.g., (i) Depreciation to be charged on Machinery ` 50,000
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(ii) Bills Receivable of ` 10000 from Sun Traders
(iii) Bills Payable to India company of ` 2,500

5. Sales (F8): Select this voucher type for all sales in cash and credit.
E.g. (i) Sold Goods on credit to Sun Microsystem for ` 20,000

6. Credit Note (Ctrl + F8): When we receives return of goods, then there is a note which
contains details of that the goods. This is called Credit Note. Select this voucher when there
is sales return transaction.
E.g., (i) Goods Return by Sagar Traders of ` 2,500

Note: To activate Credit Note/Debit Notes, press F11 key in voucher entry screen. Then type
Yes in from of Use Debit/Credit Notes. Also to activate Reverse Journal and Memo, type
Yes in from of Use Reverse Journal and Optional Vouchers. At last, press Ctrl + A to save.

7. Purchase (F9): All the purchases made (in cash and credit) are entered in the Purchase
Voucher.
E.g., (i) Purchase machinery from Sun Traders for ` 40,000/-

8. Debit Note (Ctrl + F9): When we return goods that we purchased, then there is a note which
contains details of that the goods. This is called Debit Note. Select this voucher when there
is purchase return transaction.
E.g., (i) Goods return to Sumit Traders of ` 3,000

9. Reversing Journal (F10): Entries in this type does not affect on direct accounts. Some time
there is need to see the effect of some transaction experimentally, then select this type.
Entries in this type are for particular period only and we can see the effect on that period
only. After this period Voucher entries in this type are automatically reversed.
Note: To activate this type press F11 key in voucher entry screen and select Yes in front of
Use Reversing Journals and Optional Vouchers option.

10. Memo (F10): Memo Voucher is a non-accounting voucher and the entries made using it will
not affect your accounts, but stores them in a separate Memo Register. You can alter and
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convert a Memo voucher into a regular voucher. Use this voucher type, when you want to
provision for expensed in future, but possibility to forgot or when you don’t know the details
of that voucher.
E.g., When you gives cash to employee to purchase an item, which exact cost is not known.
Then instead of entering two entries, one is voucher stating petty cash advance and other to
record the return of surplus cash you can entered this entry in Memo and then turn it into a
Payment voucher for the actual amount spent.

11. Post-dated: This type is used for future entries. But unlike Memo voucher type, these entries
are automatically converts into regular entry at the given date. This type is useful for
entering transactions that take place on a regular basis.
E.g., If you have to pay rent every month on the 01st, then you can enter all this voucher in
post dated voucher type, and on every month of 1st these entries are automatically convert
into regular entry.
To select Post Dated Voucher type press Ctrl + T key combination.

12. Optional: An Optional voucher is not a voucher type. All other voucher types (except non-
accounting vouchers) can be marked Optional during voucher entry.
Optional vouchers are non-accounting vouchers, i.e, the entries made using it will not affect
your books of accounts. Tally.ERP 9 does not post these entries to ledgers but stores them in
a separate Optional Register. You can alter and convert an Optional voucher into a regular
voucher when you decide to bring the entry into your books.
E.g., You have to do expense on machinery of ` 50,000/- in the next month, but you want to
see the accounting report with this voucher entry today. Then while entering this entry you
can mark this as optional. When you see the report with Optional Voucher, you can see the
effect.

Creating a New Voucher Type: We can create new voucher type other than above. Suppose we
want to record bank and petty cash payments differently and needs two new voucher types to replace
the pre-defined Payment voucher. In order to do this we have to create a Bank Payment voucher.

To create a new voucher type go to –
Go to the Gateway of Tally – Accounts Info. – Voucher Types – Create. Now here we have to

filled following information:
1. Name: Bank Payment
2. Type of Voucher: Payment (Specify the default Tally.ERP 9 voucher, whose functions the

new voucher should copy).
3. Abbr.: Bank Pymt (Specify the abbreviation to denote this new voucher in reports)
4. Method of Voucher Numbering: Here we can selection any method from Automatic,

Manual or None.
5. Use Advance Configuration: No
6. Use Effective Dates for Vouchers: No
7. Make ‘Optional’ as default: No (This is to set the voucher type as an Optional voucher, by

default)
8. Use Common Narration: Yes 9. Narrations for each entry: No
9. Print after Saving Voucher: No 11. Name of Class: Skip.
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At last, save by pressing Y or Enter.

Voucher Entry
1. In Double Entry Mode: In this type, particulars of ledger are separate Debit and Credit

columns.
Below is the example screen of double Entry Mode voucher entry:
The above screen has following component –

(a) Date: At the top left side of voucher entry screen, there is a date option. While making
voucher entry, default last voucher entry date will appear, we can change it manually by
pressing F2 key.

(b) Type of Voucher: At the top of the screen, there is the voucher type which we select.
(c) Ref.: This option in visible only in Purchase and Sales type. Here, you can give bill number

as reference number.
(d) Dr/Cr: Here, select the Debit ledger in Debit side and credit ledger in credit side. If you see

To/By option here instead of Dr/Cr then press F12 key and give Yes in front of “Use Cr/Dr
instead of To/By during entry” option and press Ctrl + A to save.

(e) Debit/Credit Amount: Here, give the amount.
(f) Narration: Here is the detail explanation about this voucher entry.
2. In Single Entry Mode: This facility is only for Payment, Receipt and Contra vouchers. Here

we does not have to specify Debit or Credit during voucher entry. This help in selecting multiple
debits or credits depending on the type of entry.
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Note: To activate Single Entry Mode, click on Configure button, then press F12 key. Then select
Yes in front of Use Single Entry mode for Pymt./Rcpt./Contra. Last press Ctrl + A to save.

3. Show Ledger Current Balances: As per above during voucher entry, if you want to see the
ledger balance, then click on Configure button, then press F12 key. Give Yes in front of “Show
Ledger Current Balance”. Last press Ctrl + A to save.

4. Warn of Negative Cash Balance: If you want Tally gives you warning about negative cash,
then click on Configure button, then press F12 key and give Yes in front of “Warn on Negative cash
balance”.

Creating a Purchase Invoice: To create purchase invoice for purchase of taxable goods,
Go to Gateway of Tally > Accounting Vouchers > F9: Purchases
1. Select the Party’s A/c Name from the List of Ledger Accounts.
2. Select the Purchase Ledger grouped under Purchase Accounts with VAT/Tax class -

Purchase From URDs - Taxable Goods (Composition).
3. The VAT/Tax class appears as Purchase From URDs - Taxable Goods (Composition).
4. Select the stock items from the List of Items.
5. Enter the Quantity and Rate. The amount is automatically displayed in the Amount field.
6. Set the option – Is e-Sugam Applicable to Yes/No as per requirement.
7. Accept the Purchase invoice.
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Creating a Debit Note
To create a Debit Note for Purchase Returns,
Go to Gateway of Tally > Accounting Vouchers > Ctrl + F9: Debit Note
1. Enter the reference number in the Ref. field.
2. Select the Party’s A/c Name from the List of Ledger Accounts.
3. Select the Purchase Ledger and the appropriate VAT/Tax Class appears.
4. Select the stock item from the List of Items and enter the Quantity and Rate. The amount is

automatically displayed in the Amount field.
5. Set Is e-Sugam Applicable to Yes/No as per requirement.
6. Accept the Debit Note.
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Creating a Payment Entry with Narration for Each Entry
If you want the narration details for every ledger you debit or credit (Single narration), you can

configure Tally.ERP’s Narration details accordingly.
To activate the option Narration for each entry,
Go to Gateway of Tally > Accounts Information > Voucher Types > Alter
1. Select the required Voucher Type.
2. Enable the option Narrations for each Entry and accept the details.
3. Return to Accounting Vouchers in Gateway of Tally and select the voucher type and pass

the entry.

Narration for each entry option is available for all Accounting Voucher Types. Given below is
an example of a Payment transaction with narrations for each entry enabled:
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The above entry consists of both common narration and narrations for each entry. In case of
multiple debit/credit entries, you can give single line narration separately for every ledger account
selected.

Special Keys for Voucher Narration Field: Alt + R: Recalls the Last narration saved for the
first ledger in the voucher, irrespective of the voucher type.

Ctrl + R: Recalls the Last narration saved for a specific voucher type, irrespective of the ledger.
Creating a Journal Entry: Journal entries are usually used for finalization of accounts.
To pass a Journal Voucher,
Go to Gateway of Tally > Accounting Vouchers
Click on F7: Journal on the Button Bar or press F7.
For example, there may be entries made for interest accrued or interest due. If you have to

receive interest from a party, the same can be entered using Journal Voucher.
1. Debit the Party
2. Credit the Interest Receivable Account
The Journal entry is displayed as shown:

Special Keys for Voucher Narration Field:
Alt + R: Recalls the last narration saved for the first ledger in the voucher, irrespective of the

voucher type.
Ctrl + R: Recalls the last narration saved for a specific voucher type, irrespective of the ledger.
Allowing Cash Accounts in Journals: Journals are adjustment entries, which do not involve

Cash account and Bank account. However in exceptional cases where the user would like to account
Journal entries involving Cash/Bank Account, Tally.ERP 9 has the flexibility of passing such entries
by enabling the option under F12 configuration.
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To enable Cash Accounts in Journal voucher, set Allow Cash Accounts in Journals to Yes in
F12: Configure (Voucher Entry Configuration).

To pass a Journal voucher with Cash/Bank Ledger,
1. Go to Gateway of Tally > Accounting Vouchers > Select F7: Journal
2. Press the spacebar at the Debit or Credit field.
The Journal Voucher Screen with Cash/Bank Ledger selection will appear as shown:

Note: All Cash accounts and Bank accounts are displayed in the List of Ledger Accounts.
Accordingly the journal entry has to be made.

Special Keys for Voucher Narration Field
Alt + R: Recalls the Last narration saved for the first ledger in the voucher, irrespective of the

voucher type.
Ctrl + R: Recalls the Last narration saved for a specific voucher type, irrespective of the ledger.
Debit Note Entry: Debit Note is a document issued to a party stating that you are debiting their

Account in your Books of Accounts for the stated reason or vice versa. It is commonly used in case of
Purchase Returns, Escalation/De-escalation in price, any other expenses incurred by you on behalf of
the party etc.

Debit Note can be entered in voucher or Invoice mode.
You need to enable the feature in F11: Accounting or Inventory features.
1. To use it in Voucher mode you need to enable the feature in F11: Accounting Features –

Use Debit/Credit Notes.
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2. To make the entry in Invoice mode enable the option F11: Accounting Features - Use
invoice mode for Debit Notes.

To go to Debit Note Entry Screen,
Go to Gateway of Tally > Accounting Vouchers
Click on Ctrl + F9: Debit Note on the Button Bar or press Ctrl + F9.
You can toggle between voucher and Invoice mode by clicking Ctrl + V.
Pass an entry for the goods purchased returned to Supplier A:

Special Keys for Voucher Narration Field:
Alt + R: Recalls the Last narration saved for the first ledger in the voucher, irrespective of the

voucher type.
Ctrl + R: Recalls the Last narration saved for a specific voucher type, irrespective of the ledger.
Credit Note Entry: Credit Note is a document issued to a party stating that you are crediting

their Account in your Books of Accounts for the stated reason or vice versa. It is commonly used in
case of Sales Returns, Escalation/De-escalation in price etc.

A Credit Note can be entered in voucher or Invoice mode.
You need to enable the feature in F11: Accounting or Inventory features.
To use it in Voucher mode you need to enable the feature in F11: Accounting Features – Use

Debit/Credit Notes.
To make the entry in Invoice mode enable the option F11: Accounting Features – Use invoice

mode for Debit Notes.
To go to Credit Note Entry Screen:
Go to Gateway of Tally > Accounting Vouchers
Click on Ctrl + F8: Credit Note on the Button Bar or press Ctrl + F8.
You can toggle between voucher and Invoice mode by clicking Ctrl + V.
Pass an entry for goods sold returned from Customer A.
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Special Keys for Voucher Narration Field
Alt + R: Recalls the last narration saved for the first ledger in the voucher, irrespective of the

voucher type.
Ctrl + R: Recalls the last narration saved for a specific voucher type, irrespective of the ledger.

TRIAL BALANCE
We are providing trial balance notes to you free of cost. Please study all the following share

capital notes one by one. You can easily understand it because these notes had been written in simple
language. See more at: http://education.svtuition.org/2013/03/trial-balance-notes.html# sthash.mAR9
Da5z.dpuf

Objectives of Trial Balance
1. To check the mathematical accuracy: With the help of trial balance, we can simply track if

any mathematical fault is done by accountant or its assistant because at that time, trial balance will not
match. We will understand that either one account is shown with fewer amounts or write incorrect
amount in any side of any account. After finding that account, we can correct it. So, trial balance has
become most important financial report which secures our accounts from all mathematical errors.

2. To make final account of company: It is also objective of trial balance because after making
trial balance, we can know which items we have already recorded and which we have to record. If we
do not make trial balance and just start profit and loss account, it may possible that we forget to
record some adjustment. List of balance in trial balance is also helpful to do proper change specially
adjustment of provisions.

3. To comparative study of each account: Trial balance is good source of telling the position
of each account and compares it with past balance of same account. By making trial balance, we can
decide whether closing balance of accounts will increase or decrease within two accounting period. It
can also be used as the tool to decide whether there is need to decrease rate of depreciation for
showing improved profit position or not.
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4. To make financial budget: Previous year trial balance figures are also helpful to estimate the
future amount. In other words, we can make financial budget with the help of trial balance and
compare with its worth.

Trial Balance
In Tally, the Trial Balance is displayed as a list of all primary Groups on the left closing Debits

and Credits balances on the right. The Trial Balance is displayed in grouped form with main groups
and their closing balances. In other words, the Trial Balance Report provides account balance listing
for all the accounts for the company sorted according to groups. In Tally, the matching of the Trial
Balance is a foregone conclusion as all voucher entries are in the debit and credit format and must
balance at the entry point.You can drill down a Group for further details of that particular group or
Select Detailed to break down the grouped information to another ledger or Select Led-wise to take an
alphabetic listing of all ledgers and their closing balances or Select Columns to bring up the closing
balances for another date.
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Button F4: Group: Generally the default Trial Balance will display only primary groups. If you
want to view only one group select this button. From this you can drill down to further details of the
sub groups or ledgers.

Normally, the default Trial Balance is a grouped Trial Balance. However, if you wish to view a
Trial Balance with only ledgers and their balances, irrespective of which group they fall, you can
make use of this option.
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F5: Led-wise/Grouped

To get group vouchers, click this button. This button toggles between vouchers and summary.
F7: Vouchers: To configure a trial balance, click this button.

F12: Configure
Show Opening Balance: You should respond Yes to this option to view the Trial Balance in a

columnar from together with opening balances.
Show transactions: By responding Yes to this option you can view the transaction amounts in a

separate column.
Net Transactions Only: Tally by default displays debit and credit transaction figures in separate

columns. To get Net balances in a single column, set this option to Yes.
To get Debit and Credit values in separate columns, set his option to No. The Display screen will

show Closing Balances.
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EXERCISE
Theory Questions

1. What do you mean by Tally.ERP 9 and how it is useful for Business Accounting and
Inventory Management?

2. What are the features of Tally.ERP 9?
3. Explain advantages & Disadvantages of Tally.ERP 9?
4. Explain Tally.ERP 9 Screen Components? Objective Type Questions

Answer in One Sentence
1. Tally.ERP 9
2. Inventory Management software
3. MIS
4. Tally.NET
5. Control Centre
6. Resizing Screens
7. Information Panel
8. Calculator
9. Multiple Selection Capabilities

10. Title Bar

Objective Type Questions
1. Fill in the Blanks:

(i) You can customise the voucher entry screen using the function key __________.
(ii) The financial statement that consolidates ledger balances is __________.
(ii) The expenditure for running the business for a period is__________.
(iv) __________ displays the balance day-wise for a selected voucher type.
(v) Identify the account type by the rule: “Debit the receiver and credit the giver”.

(vi) To change Current Date from Gateway of Tally, press __________ key.
(vii) We can cancel a voucher using __________.

(viii) To use Dr/Cr instead of To/By during Voucher entry or vice versa, press __________.
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(ix) The shortcut used for Optional vouchers is __________.
(x) Tally.ERP 9 contains two Ledger accounts namely __________ and __________.

(Ans.: (i) F12, (ii) Trial balance, (iii) Expense, (iv) Day book, (v) Personal accounts, (vi) F2,
(vii) Alt + X, (viii) F11, (ix) Ctrl + L, (x) Cash and Profit and Loss Account.)

2. State Whether True or False:
(i) A Ledger cannot be deleted if it is carrying Opening Balance.

(ii) Memorandum Voucher does not affect Books of Accounts.
(iii) There is no difference between Shut Company and Delete Company.
(iv) The report prepared taking the asset and liability type accounts from the Trial Balance is

called Balance Sheet.
(v) The day book does not contain transactions relating to sales or purchase.

(vi) Identify the security mechanism used in Tally is TallyVault.
(vii) The basic document where transactions are entered chronologically is Journal.

(viii) After selecting a company in Tally, you will be in the Company Info of Tally.
(ix) Journal Voucher records adjustments with respect to debit and credit amounts without

involving the cash or bank accounts.
(x) The details of a voucher entry can be given in the Narration.

(xi) The accounts that the business owns is called Liability.
(Ans.: (i) True, (ii) False, (iii) False, (iv) True, (v) False, (vi) True, (vii) True, (viii) False, (ix) True,

(x) False.)
3. Match the Columns:

(A) Group A Group B
(a) Tally.ERP 9 (i) Payroll Processing
(b) MIS (ii) Advantages of Tally.ERP 9
(c) Enhanced Payroll Compliance (iii) Gateway of Tally
(d) Easy to Customise (iv) Disclosure of policy
(e) Alt + F3 (v) Management Information System

(vi) Inventory Management software
(Ans.: (a) – (vi), (b) – (v), (c) – (i), (d) – (ii), (e) – (iii).)

4. Multiple Choice Questions:
(i) Tally package is developed by _______.

(a) Peutronics (b) Tally Solutions
(c) Coral Softwares (d) Vedika Softwares

(ii) F12 is known as _______.
(a) Company Features. (b) Company Configuration
(c) Accounting Features (d) None of these
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(iii) The shortcut used to activate calculator is _______.
(a) Ctrl + N (b) Ctrl + M
(c) Ctrl + A (d) Ctrl + B

(iv) To use Dr/Cr instead of To/By during Voucher entry or vice versa, press _______.
(a) F10 (b) F12
(c) F11 (d) None of these

(v) For export of data from company to company, Tally uses _________.
(a) SDF Format (b) ASCII Format
(c) XML Format (d) All of these

(vi) To change the date, shortcut used________.
(a) Alt + F2 (b) Alt + F3
(c) F1 (d) F2

(vii) To view predefined Groups in Tally.ERP 9, one can press________.
(a) Ctrl + H (b) Ctrl + G
(c) Ctrl + L (d) Ctrl + M

(viii) Which of the following is not a type of Accounting Voucher?
(a) Payment (b) Sales
(c) Contra (d) Trial Balance

(ix) All financial entries in Tally are done using________.
(a) Vouchers (b) Groups
(c) Journal (d) Ledgers

(x) _____ are for any kind of Purchase Returns, Escalation/Deescalation in price or any
other expenses incurred by an individual on behalf of the party, etc.
(a) Debit Note Vouchers (b) Journal Vouchers
(c) Accounting Vouchers (d) Receipt Vouchers

(Ans.: (i) – (b), (ii) – (b), (iii) – (a), (iv) – (c), (v) – (c), (vi) – (d), (vii) – (b), (viii) – (d), (ix) – (d),
(x) – (a).)
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